ENGR 111A: 501–503
Foundations of Engineering 1
Assignment PS#5 MATLAB function files

Date distributed : 10.5.2004
Date due : 10.12.2004

Return your solution in class at the beginning of the lecture period on the date shown above. Please show all your work and follow the rules outlined in the course syllabus.

1 Problems

Work Problems 8, 11, 12, & 14 in Chapter 3 of the Palm MATLAB book. Where asked to work a problem by hand, show all your work and be sure that you could work the problem in an exam without the aid of MATLAB.

Remember to put proper comments in your script and function files. Use diary files or copy and past Command Window output into Word to create easy to read output that does not waste excess paper.

2 Reading

Read sections 2.6 and 2.7 in the Palm MATLAB book.